Case Studies

Tailor Made Connectivity
Bonding technologies to suit your individual business needs
Summary:

Millbridge
Systems

Millbridge Systems are specialists in providing IT Solutions, Support and project delivery
in areas such as ERP, CRM, Microsoft SharePoint and web systems development to
national and international organisations.
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Situation:
Millbridge Systems previously had a load balancing service however this was not suitable
for their requirements so sought an alternative connectivity option. Before coming to
Evolving Networks, Millbridge Systems looked at various connectivity providers, but
found that these providers were unable to supply the number of static IPs needed for their
business.
Millbridge approached Evolving Networks wanting a single connection that would have
increased bandwidth to use VoIP, VPN and Terminal Services. They also required a more
substantial connection to host web and mail services with end to end visibility.
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Bonded Solution:
After speaking with Millbridge, one of our Bonded Connectivity Specialists recommended
a 2x bonded ADSL solution that would meet their business needs. As Millbridge required
multiple IPs, a unique service was shaped that included 3 /29 IP ranges.
However, this made the order more complicated to deploy and the firewall Millbridge used
did not support 3 separate IP ranges. Evolving Networks decided to provide a /27 service
which delivered an additional number of static IPs which proved less problematic overall.
During the implementation, Millbridge decided to upgrade their order to a 3x bonded
solution. Once the connection had been live for a month, eView Live displayed the upload
running at full capacity, due to Millbridge transferring a considerably large number of files.
To combat this, it was agreed to upgrade Millbridge to a 3x bonded Annex M. A solution
that allows the user to increase the upload capacity of their connection by trading it for a
little download capacity.
Despite some initial hurdles, Millbridge Systems are very pleased with the overall
business solution provided by Evolving Networks.
Matt Middleton, principle consultant, Millbridge systems- “Evolving Networks have
provided a service unique in the marketplace, whilst we looked at other bonding solutions,
Evolving Networks worked with us to provide a cost effective but enterprise class
connectivity solution that met our needs. We finally have a solution that is both first class
and can grow with our business without the need for expensive change every few years.”
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